1477 Reichhalter – Eat & Sleep
A HOUSE WITH HISTORY
For over half a millennium, the Reichhalter guesthouse has stood in Lana in South
Tyrol, timeless and enduring. As an addition to their Schwarzschmied Art of Living
hotel, the Dissertori family renovated this ancient gem. They brought it back to life in
the summer of 2018 as an “Eat & Sleep” Location with eight rooms at the foot of
Braunsberg Castle.
At 1477 Reichhalter the focus is on the essentials, with a clear preference for
authenticity and tradition. Enjoying the simple and good things without distractions.
Hearing the rushing of the stream, sensing the materials of the house, and perhaps
even having time to get reacquainted with oneself.
The renovated house expresses this simplicity through the calm, reductionist
architecture of Zeno Bampi and the clear, traditional outfitting by interior designer
Christina von Berg. Selected materials, surfaces and patterns encourage the guest to
go on an interior journey; they meet her/his deep wish for affiliation and unity.
Augmented by organic natural cosmetics by Susanne Kaufmann, this sense of
wellbeing pervades all eight rooms, which are named by tradition after previous
owners and appellations of the house.
Rooms and architecture: reduced to the essentials
1477 Reichhalter has eight rooms which continue the history of the house up to the
present and into the future. The rooms are named after former owners of the house Schönmüller (35m²), Erasmus (20m²), Balthasar (28m²), Helmsdorf (26m²), Mözpanckh
(35m²), Mihl (28m²), Brodtbank (28m²) and Stadele (25m²) – and decorated with
artworks by Jasmine Deporta. All eight rooms have bathroom with shower, Wi-Fi, a
safe, bathrobes, bath sandals, Susanne Kaufmann™ organic treats, Simmons
Beautyrest® mattresses, Marshall Bluetooth speakers and a yoga mat. The
Schönmüller and Mözpanckh rooms also have their own tile stoves.
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Eating and drinking in 1477 Reichhalter: simply good food
Guests of 1477 Reichhalter will find a small but delightful café and restaurant where
hosts Martina and Andreas Heinisch offer menus that change weekly in a
Mediterranean guesthouse style. The menu changes seasonally. Like in the sister
hotels Schwarzschmied and Villa Arnica, almost all of the ingredients used come from
local suppliers. At breakfast the marmalade is homemade, the honey is from the local
alp, and the bread is from the bakery next door. The restaurant seat 50 people and
has a charming outdoor area under a pergola.
Hotel guests of 1477 Reichhalter can also enjoy the offerings of sister hotel
Schwarzschmied, which is just a few minutes away. These include a 1000m² spa with
a view of the South Tyrolean mountains, the restaurant “La Fucina” with the finest in
Slow Food and Show Food, and activities like yoga, guided hikes and bike rental.
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Fact Sheet
#Rooms & Suites
Eight individually decorated rooms between 20m2 and 35m2 for up to three people.
Two of the rooms have their own tile stoves.
#Gastronomy
The hotel restaurant and café offer breakfast, lunch, dinner and apéro. Guests enjoy a
Mediterranean guesthouse atmosphere with seasonal menus that change weekly.
Almost all ingredients used come from local suppliers in the immediate area.
#Spa & Fitness
Guests of 1477 Reichhalter can use the 1000m2 spa in Hotel Schwarzschmied, located
just 350 metres away.
#Location
The hotel is situated in the historical centre of Lana, just 350 metres from its sister
hotels Schwarzschmied and Villa Arnica. Guests arriving by train will be pickup up at
the Burgstall/Lana station. The closest airports are in Innsbruck, Verona, Bergamo und
Milan.
#Address
Metzgergasse 2, 39011 Lana, South Tyrol, Italy
#Reservations & Rates
The starting rate for a double room including breakfast is 198 Euro, depending on the
booking period.
Bookings online at www.1477reichhalter.com oder via phone
+39 0473 563028 (Eat) bzw. +39 0473 051050 (Sleep).
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#Links
WEBSITE 1477reichhalter.com
FACEBOOK @1477-Reichhalter-1590303331050043
INSTAGRAM @1477reichhalter
#Press Contact
Kathrin Willhöft
PR & Kommunikation
mail@kathrin-willhoeft.de
+49 170 4790535
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